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Excerpt:
Its body passed through the moonlight and the shadowy darkness. A shard of light caught a wide 
gleaming eye. If there had been no moon he would not have even been able to see the wolf.

Memories of the joaquin charging at him after a standoff flashed through Jake’s mind, but the wolf 
didn’t give him a chance to think. Not thinking might have saved his life.

The animal charged—Jake could not tell if there were others around. In three bounds the white wolf 
leapt and swatted, as Jake instinctively brought the poker down as hard as he could. 

Both the wolf and boy made contact as Jake’s cheek spilled warm blood down his face and the poker 
smashed a dent in his attacker’s skull. 

The rest of the pack was indeed around and they flowed out of the forest invisibly and inexplicably went 
after their dazed leader instead of Jake. Never one to hang around and ask questions of a bloodthirsty 
wolf pack, Jake picked himself up and ran for his life.

The leader however, was down but definitely not out. He roared in frustration and fury, and fought back 
the pack. By the time they realized that their leader was not nearly ready to be dethroned Jake had 
scrambled back to the safety of the cabin.
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Beautiful as it is rugged and unforgiving, the strangely 
altered land in the Gem Lakes Range offers Jake Lucknow 
life and adventure. Now, with his cancer in remission, 
he faces a new threat from the forest: a pack of wolves, 
unnaturally changed. They are terrifying in a way the world 
has never seen. 
 
When tragedy brings a new and unexpected ally, Jake 
must find a way to stop the mutant wolves before their 
voracious appetites destroy everything in their paths.
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Dear Reader, 
 
Wolf Summer takes place in a setting that is familiar to most Canadians. The fact is, 
most of us are just a two hour drive or less away from the wilderness. By day you could 
be working in the concrete jungle of the city and by nightfall you could easily find your-
self in a tent, listening to a crackling fire and the rush of a nearby stream, deep in the 
land of bears and moose and wolves.

I experienced this myself to the extreme during a one canoe, two-person trip from the 
Whiteshell up to Nopiming Provincial Park. For two novice paddlers, it was quite the 
challenge. New muscles were found and strained. Patience was tested and lost. Equip-
ment was broken and repaired. Due to a major wind and electrical storm, we were able 
to witness both the fragility of nature and its amazing strength all from the not-so-re-
assuring shelter of a rain-soaked tent.

This concept was the seed for The Gem Lakes and Wolf Summer – how would this 
generation, born and raised in the city and all it’s conveniences – fair in the great out-
doors. Could they survive? Could they find food, water, shelter? More curiously, could 
they actually enjoy this type of living?

Rob Keough

About Rob Keough
Rob Keough was raised in Winnipeg and spends his summers 
in Nopiming and Whiteshell Provincial Parks where he enjoys 
fishing, canoe trips and spending time with his wife and 
daughter. He is the author of The Gem Lakes, which was a 
finalist for the Manitoba Young Reader’s Choice Award



Discussion Questions
 
1.    In the story, the crow is a constant observer. In the end, it is implied that all crows are watching the    
human race, like we would watch a TV series. What other animals could have been used instead?

2.   The Magnetic Field under the Gem Lakes causes strange physical changes in some of the animals. 
Draw your favorite animal as it were affected by the field. Then draw the animal as if it were poisoned 
by the blue tar.

3.    If you had written Jake’s letter in a bottle, what would be important for you to include? 

4.    Why don’t the wolves simply break through the frail windows of the cabin when they have it 
surrounded?

5.   Susan Lucknow is obviously torn in her decision to go look for her son. Explore her rationale in 
deciding to step off the porch. 

Writing Activities
Take a calendar off the wall – pick your favorite image and start writing! If it’s a scenic picture, then use 
that as the setting. If it’s an object, carve your story around it. One of the hardest parts of writing is to 
figure out what to write about! 

You can even start in January and flip through to December, using all the images in your story! Finding 
a way to incorporate them all could be a tricky proposition but that’s half the fun!

Author Interview
When you were a teenager, did you have an interest in writing? What did you like to write? 
My friend and I did “publish” a neighbourhood paper as young teens, complete with day old 
weather and local going-ons, but nobody would shell out the five bucks we wanted for it and we 
got tired of making more than 3 copies by hand so that fizzled.

Probably had more of an interest in reading than writing as a teen—the first time I realized I 
enjoyed writing was in Grade 12 when I wrote what was supposed to be a short story. It ended 
up being a 350-page book about a serial killer that gets cryogenically frozen!

What kinds of books did you read as a teen? Do you recall a favourite book?
When I was younger I read comic books—hundreds of them. Then I started reading Dean 
Koontz novels and I read almost all of his stuff. His books are all page-turners and they all deal 
with concepts that are just out of the reach of reality but he somehow had an explanation ready 
that made you think it could happen. Hence the cryogenically frozen serial killer. Hence The Gem 
Lakes???



I also read Stephen King and I remember thinking IT and The Stand were the greatest stories 
ever…..

At what point did you know you wanted to be writer? Did you have any other career 
interests, and did you pursue them?
Probably after Grade 12, but it didn’t seem like a wise career choice at the time.  No money, no 
health benefits, long and lonely hours….

I went to U of W and took arts because I had no idea what I wanted to do. Then I went to Red 
River and got my Architectural Drafting Certificate which may come in handy one day but I 
chose not to go that direction either.
 
Where do you find your ideas and inspiration?
I’ve found a lot of inspiration from experiences at the lake but an idea could come from 
anywhere—the news channel, something you see on the drive in to work—you never know!

What is your writing process? For example, do you create an outline for the story before 
you begin work? How many times (on average) do you rewrite?
I try to do an outline of the major ideas I see in a story and then work around them. Generally 
ideas or characters or scenes will pop into my head at very strange times and I’ll have to write it 
down on scraps of paper and then transfer it to my outline later! I would say I rewrite at least half 
a dozen times

Do you have any hobbies?
I curl a couple of nights a week and also enjoy fishing in the summer.

Are there particular themes you find yourself revisiting?
So far I stayed with “the lake” theme. I am working on another book (for adults) and it once again 
takes place in a lake/country community. I guess I find it fascinating—it certainly is my favourite 
place to be! 

Have you any advice for emerging writers?
Read, read, read and write, write, write—the most common advice you’ll see probably so there 
must be something to it!
 
What are you working on now/next?
I’m working on a story set in Minnesota/Canada that is aimed for adults rather than teens. It’s a 
story about a group of boys from a small town that get in trouble way over their head and have 
to deal with very harsh consequences of their actions.
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Jake Lucknow is just like any other fourteen-year-old boy, except for 
one thing—he is sick with cancer and is not expected to live through 
the summer. While spending time at the family cabin, Jake has a chance 
encounter with the area’s most notorious resident and learns the secret 
to an old family mystery.

Jake can’t resist one last adventure at the lake. Though his quest is much more terrifying and 
dangerous than he had thought, he also learns that miracles can happen.

Finalist for the Manitoba Young Reader’s Choice Award.


